Dispatch & Bidding

Compatible With Ontario Large
Energy Users & Power Generators!

Ontario Dispatch & Bidding Module
IESO market participants that operate as dispatchable loads and generators can benefit

Automatic Responses

by managing the process of bidding and operating under various dispatch parameters

The Dispatch & Bidding module allows the

with the Dispatch & Bidding Module.

participant to automatically respond to
IESO dispatch instructions according to

This module is installed with the core Energy Advisor Software and allows the user to

configured rules.

easily bid into the Ontario electricity market, receive IESO instructions and automatically
respond to IESO dispatch messages. Users can receive real time notifications and visual
alerts, including schedule changes and dispatch compliance.

Easy Bidding Templates
Create bidding templates that simpify the

Simplified Bidding Process

bidding process. Save time and minimize
bidding errors.

Create a variety of templates to simplify
the bidding process and save time.
Submit bids and automatically respond to
IESO messages to minimize human error
and ensure bidding accuracy and status.

Customizable Solution

Compliance to dispatch levels is shown

We work with you to customize our

on-screen and related reports can be

dispatch module to meet your unique

created at any time.

needs.

Dispatch Reports
Create financial reports and calculate the
economic benefits of dispatch operations. Add
our bill verification module and you can also
verify IESO electricity bills that include dispatch

Bid reports
Historical dispatch message log
Pre-dispatch report
Hourly, daily, monthly dispatch credits
Dispatch deviation report

Many challenges face Ontario’s large power

Daily 5 minute and HOEP price analysis

Participants minimize electricity costs, so they can operate as competitively and

Strategic Partner:

Realtime dispatch display

information and financial data.

users & generators and our Energy Advisor Software can help Ontario’s IESO Market
profitably as possible.

Reports Included

Dispatch pricing report

The solution chosen by leading Ontario
Industry & Power Generators!
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